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225 introduction to walt whitman’s life and adventures of jack engle zachary turpin nothing is ever really lost,
or can be lost. walt whitman and the world - project muse - walt whitman and the world allen, gay wilson,
folsom, ed published by university of iowa press allen, wilson & folsom, ed. walt whitman and the world. walt
whitman as a critic of literature - lincoln research - walt whitman as a critic of literature 9 masters surely
exaggerates when he says that as a critic of literature whit- man is not surpassed by any other american:' and
his thirty pages of un- walt whitman quarterly review - the walt whitman archive - ment of the
manuscript fragments. elbert hubbard's manuscript muddle: restoring whitman's "sunday evening lectures" on
metaphysics paul benton gary wihl, ed. "the manuscript of walt whitman's 'sunday evening lec tures,'" walt
whitman quarterly review 18 (winter 2001), 107-133. whitman's sympathetic response to german metaphysics
has long been recognized, though scholars have perhaps focused ... swinburne and whitman: further
evidence - university of iowa - swinburne and whitman: further evidence terry l. meyers the relations
between walt whitman and algernon charles swinburne have long attracted interest, in part no doubt because
of the apparent virulence with which swinburne turned away from his early enthusiasm. swinburne had been
one of whitman's earliest english admirers, from 1859 writing to friends, specifying which of whitman's poems
... walt whitman quarterly review - notes and fragments left by walt whitman, and now edited by dr.
richard maurice bucke, one of his literary executors. printed for private distribution only. 1899. walt whitman,
leaves of grass - journals.openedition - walt whitman, leaves of grass symposium organized by agnès
derail (ens, département littératures) and cécile roudeau (larca, université paris diderot). the influence of
american transcendentalism on henry ... - walt whitman’s and henry miller’s body of work. although
science was already making claim of the perception of the truth in the 20 th century of miller but in the 19 th
century of whitman as well, it had not yet won the minds of most of the writers and philosophers in the
western world. transcendentalism can, apart from being a literary movement, be perceived as a spiritual
movement as ...
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